Ranking Rules
1.

Age group rankings for all run categories, will be for overall finish timing of the
runner in his/her age category. Additionally, age category rankings will be across
all Corporate Groups (where runner is registered as part of a Corporate Group)
and across all CSO/NGO Groups (where runner is registered as part of a CSO/NGO
Group).

2.

Winner Medals and Merit Certificates can be won by the top 3 finishers of
respective age groups, subject to provisions on point 3 below.

3.

Where a runner falls within top 3 finish positions of an age group, basis his/her
overall performance in a run category, and he/she also falls within the top 3
finishers of the same age group amongst all Corporate or CSO Groups, he/she will
receive winner medal of the ranking and group for his overall performance only;
and not for both performances. His/her finish position in the overall rankings and
the respective corporate/CSO group ranking will remain unchanged.

4.

For the sake of clarity –
Scenario A – Mrs. A has registered to be part of a corporate group ‘ABC Ltd.’.
Post completing her ADHM half marathon, she has been overall ranked first
amongst all women in the age group 45 years to 49 years in the half marathon.
Mrs. A also has finished first amongst women across all Corporate groups. She
will receive gold medal for her overall position in the age group 45 years to 49
years, and not for her ranking amongst women across all Corporate Groups. Her
overall and Corporate Group rankings will remain unchanged irrespective.
Scenario B – Mr. L has registered to be part of a CSO group ‘XYZ Foundation’.
Post completing his ADHM Open 10K, he has overall ranked 10th amongst all men
in the age group 20 years to 24 years in the 10K. He has however ranked second
amongst men in the same age group across all CSO/NGO groups. He will receive
silver medal for his performance across all CSO/NGO Groups. However, his
overall and CSO/NGO Group rankings will remain unchanged.

5.

Age category rankings and eligibility to winner medals and merit certificates are
basis finish timings captured solely through the ADHM App. Please ensure that
your mobile device has adequate data connectivity, GPS/GLONASS, etc.
connectivity in order to record the activity on the ADHM App without interruption.

6.

You are to participate only in the race category for which you had applied and for
which your entry has been confirmed. Running in a category you have not been
confirmed in will not entitle you to any benefits of the event. Further, your entry
and running number bib is not transferable to any other person under any
circumstance.

7.

Prize winners declared may be required to submit further proof of identity/age, or
any other identity as may be required by the Event Promoter, for disbursement of
medals and certificates, failing which, the Event Promoter, Procam International,
may, at its sole discretion, withhold disbursement or disqualify the said runner
from competition.

8.

Procam International's decision on rankings and entitlements will be final and
binding on all.

